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Table Saw Buyer’s Guide

Record Power Beams
Our beams all offer adjustment to ensure accuracy to the blade and have good support 
for the stroke requirements of each machine. Stroke capacities are generous at  
600 mm on the TS200 and 1250 mm on the other machines which enables 8’ x 4’ 
sheets to be cut across their width with ease. Bearings are high quality to enable a 
smooth action.

Others Beams 
Some competitors offer beams with poor quality bearings that do not hold their 
accuracy and provide a lumpy action. Adjustments can rely on crude methods such as 
shimming and access to adjustments can be poor or difficult.

All our tables feature sliding beams for accurate cross cutting. It is 
important that beams should have good wide support and be easy 
to adjust for accurate running in relation to the blade. Where larger 
sheets need to be handled regularly a squaring frame with adequate 
support is invaluable and makes sizing sheets accurately an easy job.

SLIDING BEAMS & SQUARING FRAMES

Record Power Tables 
All our table saws feature generous cast iron tables which are surface ground to 
provide a flat, smooth and accurate surface for your work. Our saws differ in the 
standard blade to rip fence capacity provided as standard on each model but all offer 
the option of extending capacity to the right of the blade should this be required

Other Tables 
Some of our competitors offer tables that look like cast iron but are in fact cast 
aluminium which is simply not as robust or strong. Those that do offer cast iron tables 
often do not surface grind them as this is a time consuming and expensive process, so 
the resulting tables will not be as smooth or flat as surface ground tables. Ensure that 
any extension tables provide the rigidity and accuracy you require – foldaway or quick 
change tables may look appealing but it is very difficult to offer these features without 
compromises – often in the rigidity of the table or creating steps between tables or rip 
fences that are not one piece.

The table is the main support and datum for your work so it need 
to be smooth, flat and strong. Unless you need a portable saw for 
site use, the ideal material for a table is cast iron which retains its 
accuracy and provides a solid base for your projects.

TABLE
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BLADE RISE & FALL AND TILT

INTERNAL CONSTRUCTION & TRUNNIONS

Record Power Rise, Fall & Tilt
All Record Power table saws feature separate handles and mechanisms for accurate 
and easy rise and fall of the blade and accurate tilt of the blade. The mechanisms are 
driven by thick steel bars with rolled acme threads for rapid and easy movement and 
provide smooth easy adjustment with minimal fuss.

Others Rise, Fall & Tilt
Many of our competitors try to save cost by uniting the rise, fall and tilt into a single 
mechanism where you often have to push the rise and fall handle into a rack to tilt 
the blade. Not only can this be awkward and clumsy to use, if you release tension 
on the handle when tilting it will often swing back under gravity making the process 
frustrating and difficult to do accurately. We have even seen some saws where the tilt 
mechanism is locked on the other side of the machine by leaning over the table and 
blade. It is not uncommon to see plastic racks and/or pinions which will not provide 
the strength or longevity of the Record Power system.

To use a table saw safely, accurately and to its full capacity it is 
important to be able to adjust the height of the blade and angle of 
the blade quickly and accurately.

Record Power Internal Construction & Trunnions 
All our saws feature heavy cast iron saw units to house the blade, drive mechanism 
and motors – this provides strength, rigidity and dampens vibration. The saw units 
are supported by substantial cast iron trunnions which are machined for accurate and 
smooth operation when tilting. Trunnions are mounted to the frame to isolate the table 
further from vibration and provide strong support as found in industrial panel saws

Others Internal Construction & Trunnions 
Unfortunately difficult to see and check without taking the tables off or turning 
machines over this is the area that often differentiates us most from the competition. 
Many of our competitors have much lighter construction internally with extensive 
use of alloy castings, steel pressings or other light fabrications to support the saw 
unit. In addition many of the tilt mechanisms are very light or hit and miss in terms of 
accuracy. We have seen small cast alloy trunnions, unmachined and simply screwed to 
an aluminium table in some cases and in others we have seen a crude bent pin welded 
to a steel saw housing and resting in a groove on a thin steel bracket, neither of which 
method will resist torsion well when feeding material through the saw nor can it 
provide the same accuracy as the Record Power solution.

The motor and saw unit need rigid and strong support to provide 
accurate use over time and the unit needs a well supported 
mechanism to tilt accurately.

Weight of construction is important as it is with any machine. The 
heavier the machine, the more stable it is when in use, the less it 
will be affected by vibration and it also provides a good indication 
of the quality of components used during manufacture. Unless you 
need a portable machine for site-use, a heavy machine is better for 
supporting large sheets or heavy solid timbers.

WEIGHT


